
Live in St. Nicholas on Broadway and Spring. Residential DUs are mixed in with other uses. Ground floor retail subsidizes 
artists/owners (3). Non artists on top floor (works out of home)

Certified artist work as architect. -- Prince Street. Worked in Soho/NoHo since 1980s. Knows issues and zoning. 8 RDUs - 4 
IMDs with Certified Artists 4 market rate (1 Owner 3 mkt rent). Fact of 15 IMD Mkr. RTL Grandfathered. Next door Nightclub. 
Lack of enforcement. No C/O yet.

--Broadway/-- Mercer Since 1977. Was raw space. Made it livable. 4 DUs, 3 Certified Artists 1 Grandfather, Certified Artist +/- 9 
Units Vacant. Why Vacant? Don't know

Concerned about non enforcement of noise code and no lighting code and the effect detrimental to health and well being. 
Concerned about DOB corruption and the undue influence of mega-landlords like Vornado, my landlord. Would be good to 
return to original look. DOT ruined look of neighborhood. 

Same tax lot 2 buildings connected forever: -- Broadway  3 IMD units 2 Market Rent | -- Broadway 2 IMD units | --- Broadway 
connected at 2nd and 3rd floors (2009 2010) Horizontal enlargement. --- Broadway 2 IMD units. 7 IMD rent protected. 

My building is currently predominantly commercial despite originally being almost entirely residential. Only those who could 
withstand the 5 years of litigation persevered. Ownership recently changed hands with false building permits filed.

Works with media and other firms. Has customers in Soho/NoHo. Affordability

Mercer Prince/Spring. Mostly want to see more artists not fewer. Amenities should include working spaces

The reality  is and must be addressed (and acknowledged out loud) at the meetings re rezoning that JLWQA need to be done 
away with or grandfathered in! Only the artists scream over all others and don't give us a change to work on changing the loft 
laws. I don't know if rezoning will bring us up to current day realities or changing loft laws will can take care of that 

PARKING LOTS must stay open! We feel under threat that the main parking lot servicing NOHO (Edison Parking) will sell to a 
developer. To thrive and live and welcome visitors to shop and eat , work enjoy our thriving neighborhood. Also for 
homeowners residents to park cars that they use for pleasure work.

Please protect the artist and creative economy of NoHo. Also grandfather in the established residents. Create a more green 
n.hood. Limit the nightlife economy. Stimulate an artistic creative in line with the spirit of the artists that helped save NoHo for
the last 50 years

Workshop II: Living in the Mix
COMMENTS FROM ATTENDEES' COMMENT CARDS
(listed in no particular order)

NOTE: Names and exact building addresses have been redacted from this document 
to protect workshop participants' privacy. Redactions are noted with "--".



Bway/Prince & Spring - 1977. Mixed use Store 2 floor mixed rent stabilized market rate. Bway is "Mall", Writer/Live Work (Loft 
Law)

5 Unit bldg. Mercer Prince/Spring. Ground Flr residential Apt. 2 kids go out of 'hood. No parks to us. Typical Day - walk dog, pick 
up trash & School promised (NYU) still waiting. Want space not roof or wall. It is a myth that you can get with *illegible*. Work 
at home

Art Director, Creative Director. Condo board president 19 years. 10 units 2 commercial units. Increasing rent = pushing out 
artists. Bldg used to owners live/work - AIR - from the get go no certified artist but creative people. Photographer rented out 
apt button businesses. Now half rental. Rents up. now there are professional landlords. Rents up = real estate taxes up. 
Commercial units empty. Soho is turning to all renters

NoHo BID. Work NoHo.

BID Doesn't allow for signs except *illegible* signs. Doesn’t like bids advertisement -> Soho. Certification goes with each loft. 
Wife had to do it twice. Now in 3rd loft but artist certification doesn't transfer that is ridiculous. 

Architect. Need commercial rent to pay for building. Not coop/condo. Owned by 2 families. First rented in 1976-$350. last was 
$11.500. Son is certified artist. Lived in the  area for 30 years. 1990- bought @ Mercer and Grand. Legalized. IMD Lot -- 
(Crosby). JLWQA - tried as hard as they could to get artists. 5 artists of 7 units (in 1976). Mercer- did not have loft law asterisk 
on C of O. Should have. Most people coming in are bankers. Hire a realtor but they just find someone who can afford an 
apartment. Need high paying tenants to afford upkeep/taxes. Very rarely artists can afford no rent regs on IMD

owners are accepting major commercial rents and kicks out doc office and other services

Wealthy people can pay an attorney to get the artist certification

Lived on prince in 1968. Seen neighborhood change. In artist coop on Prince. Anyone who comes in has to be certified. Very 
tough to find people to afford certified artists. All owner building coop building. Coop doesn’t allow renting. Strict --> have to 
also live there. Allow sublets for 1 year and has to be consecutive. Loser requirements for subletters. Real estate tax still 
quadrupled. Does have retail rent. Unrealistic to continue bc the cost. Some people might want to rent to artist but the upkeep 
is so high. Owners now looking at high commercial rent to subsidize

Concern that there is more development in Soho/NoHo. Want to keep the character. Want more creative people. No Trump 
tower

Take a hard look around this room. How representative is it of the city? How many people under 35? How many market-rate 
renters? How many non-white people? So who is the community whose needs are being considered?



Soho is an extremely desirable neighborhood, near the center of the greatest city; we cannot encase it in amber with historical 
districts and zoning too tight to build anything. Allow more people to live and work in this amazing neighborhood!

Certified artist. Resident 37 years. We have both artist and non artist residents. I think ALL residents have similar concerns. 
Services, streets clean, sanitization, snow clearance on streets + sidewalks. No late night noisy restaurants, clubs, or hotels. too 
much traffic. Too many crowds Broadway. We don't want more building, loss of light with higher buildings. No need for 
rezoning. Need residential quality of life services and enforcement of noise and construction rules

We own a loft in SoHo; we are a family of 5. I am a fashion designer and my husband is a documentary filmmaker. Originally 
our coop was an air bldg.. We pay an extraordinary high tax and the car traffic is astronomical compared to several years ago. 
There is noise pollution - horn honking box blocking. The horn blowing is very stressful for those of us that work at home. 
Trash. Litter strewn from sloppy sanitation pickups; overflowing corner public waste bins + the sewers get clogged -this is an 
environmental issue. No green space and Elizabeth street garden is under threat of a sr citizen building going in.

Live-own West Broadway. Work her husband -sculptor. This process is being forced. The deadline of June makes it seem like 
something is being forced

Certified artist. "If you're going to have galleries, need lower rent:. Live 10 years Soho/NoHo; no longer lives there but is 
nostalgic. Work - Artist and Real Estate

Been here since 1968. Central issues - what will happen to the zoning in SoHo/NoHo? Even if zoning changes, no one will be 
evicted. Artists are allowed to live there. Be sure FAR is not increased? Living: own. Work: was an artist now a building 
manager. Insist an area stay live/work. Artists simply want to be protected in the neighborhood they live

Quality of life issues - trucks, loud music. Harry Pioneer. He put in work to make the neighborhood livable. CoO still requires 
you are certified artist. 40+ yeas in neighborhood.JLWQA 1978 - Certified artist (AIR); only one in building. Building to require 
AIR. an notice to cure with eviction language posted on his door ; multimillionaires are trying to push them out. fighting them 
off like in the 60s/70s. blamed for illegal residents in the next door unit. spring street 5th ave 44 years. has a notice to cure to 
fix violations in another apartment. Living: owner coop owns 10% of bldg

like architecture, character, artists, more crowded + alien

not interested in changing the zoning; loading/unloading not set up for smaller retailers; keep retail to 10,000sft; more open 
space

too much traffic + honking. Artist - certified. Painter. Rent regulated; landlord not willing to renovate windows because of that. 
Lack of parking. 4/5 residents all from 70s are artists /on Broome



garbage not picked up enough, not enough green space, very noisy on the weekends, homeless ppl sleep in front of buildings in 
the summer. Attorney married to certified artist # of JLWQA is off because artists lofts are so much larger. Concerned about 
developers subdividing units. Owner concerned that real estate taxes will go up dramatically. Lack of parking

photographer. Live / work at my space. Concerned about the zoning changes

Loft. Artist. Condo. NoHo. NYU Expansion, Quality of life (crowded street & Subway), taxes up, overcrowded subway platform 
(work/visitor), development, homeless people, vacant stores

This meeting format would work far better if this was a 2 year process instead of a few short months! Makes the process look 
incidental to other possibly unspoken goals. Are artists/residents on the advisory board? If not there should be and not just 
one

How can we talk about rezoning when laws on the books (idling trucks, bright signage on all night etc) are not well enforced?

About 60 years ago the art critic Harold Rosenberg said about the 10th Street artist community; the artists are now aliens in 
their own community. To think that will not happen in Soho NoHo is wrong

Who asked/influenced MBPO, CM Chin, DCP to look at zoning? This is what is not clear to we residents

Soho Broadway. No C of O. 40+. Loft law protected. Rent pressure pricing out eateries and local stores. New owner pressuring 
tenants

Condo owner (20+ years). Historically AIR. Not artists (ever). Tax/property value up 

Canal St. Since 1972. floor through loft certified 4 tenants. Art is a profession. Tried to by. Work at loft. Landlord owns canal st 
SoHo muse. IMD - some market rate. Don't want to leave. Can't afford MN affordability is a issue. Kicked out artists

Soho since 1986 - Thompson Street (outside study area), writer, renter. Not certified, no loft. Work from home

lives on bond street rent - market rent. Cert artist use as studio. 20 years no lease. IMD now JLWQA. 5 units in building. All cert 
when loft law came. 3 still certified 3 rent regulated. Rent regs concerning for residents' agency in changing units

Mercer st. loft 39 years rent regulated. 3 units of artists CofO 2003. cant walk on sidewalks. Dense space. Shop on weekdays



Need more "Studio space - rehearsals, visual art, dance. There is a tendency for "wework" spaces. Where are spaces for art. 
Rent.

NoHo - Bond Street. Certified artist. Coop theatre co. live and work in unit (home office) *need rehearsal space C of O

The zoning is ridiculous. Wants to put a penthouse but can't enlarge with JLWQA use. Can't build up from 5 FAR. Put clause in 
lease but people would go away, lawyer says "it's okay". Now they have a note that artists can own(?) Prevent you from 
creating what you want with your property. Use group restrictions on ground floor can't find cellar use (of 0 to occupy. Craft to 
preserve manufacturing). Strongly for 10K SF restriction. Do away with M1-5b just put restrictions on R.E. Ridiculous to restrict 
UG6 in SoHo.

I can't afford to live in SoHo and it's frustrating that people who gentrified this neighborhood are privatizing anything from 
change that would make the neighborhood more affordable for people like me. We need MIH upzonings on every speck of 
built land in the neighborhood, with very high density zoning on the non historic periphery

Architect: Own Coop since 1984. Office in Coop since 2013. 3-6 employees.

Non artists want to live here legally. Would like to see affordable housing in the mix of solutions. Retail that meets needs of 
residents (groceries). Preserve ability for artists to work today and in the future. Discriminating based on profession shouldn't 
happen. Enthusiasm for residential parking permit, Quality of life (turn lights off, ban night deliveries, online deliveries being 
done through distribution points in parking spaces. Retail as of right on the ground floor, some could go through special permit.

I can't afford to live in SoHo and it's frustrating that people who gentrified this neighborhood are privatizing anything from 
change that would make the neighborhood more affordable for people like me. We need MIH upzonings on every speck of 
built land 

I work live and have raised my family in SoHo on Broadway between Spring and Prince. We have live here for over 40 years. 
We own our loft.

Artists, own, not co op or condo but corporation. Against retail stores and restaurants opening up despite the zoning on Bond 
St and other locations. Needs more enforcement. I'd like to see more art related place, like theaters, galleries, art supply, 
possibly pottery studio. Special permits or tax breaks for artists?? If Amazon can get a tax break....

I own a condo in a JLWQA but I am not an artist. That building was a sweatshop until the late 1990s. IT was converted into a 
condo in 2001 as JLWQA. No artist ever lived there, ever was expelled, nor prevented from buying this building. SO why is it 
JLWA, and what is the downside of this building no longer being a JLWQA?

Artist, certified, L/W. Tax supports for "art" usage. Rent controls on grocery and material retail. Art supplies, hardware.



There were a lot of unscrupulous realtors and real estate professionals who would lock rental tenants into astronomical rents 
by only showing them comparable units at 40+k/month, so protect tenant renters at a reasonable rate. But there's no 
knowledge that they're being recorded. SO create a database of commercial rent/SF. Market rate will adjust it there's more 
transparency.

Building is oversized M1-5A loft law/former IMD - Now UG17D/JLWA + Rent Stabilized (8 units) + Market rate (7 units). Market 
rate renters are non conforming

Living in a JLWQA building as a non artist / SoHo letter for 20 years on Great Jones Street NoHo. The building now had a C of O 
due to the AIR requirement. Residents have been trying to obtain AIR but the process has been judged too bothersome. 
Beside the AIR issue, I love living in NoHo. Overtime we are inundated with bars/restaurants that worries me. NoHo also needs 
to protect itself against becoming a big retail outlet. What is needed is common sense zoning that can be enforced by the 
DOB. So years along item, no body can foresee the future of NYC. Addressing the zoning is smart and needed.

If the city rezones - there should be a mechanism to protect people aka no eviction plan by giving developers rights. Also the 
promises made as concessions have enforcement

-- Great Jones St Ground Floor. My wife and I have lived on ground floor for 42 years. Artist in residence since 1976, professor 
at FIT for 27 years, restoration business for 40 years. Our light, due to the building, has decreased by 50% over the last 40 
years. Street traffic is impossible. We live next to a firehouse. Street noise is impossible. Cars, loud music, out of control. Too 
much congestion, NoHo will lose its character; what's left is developers are not controlled

JLWQA. My husband AIR and I live on the ground floor. WE own our floor which is a C of O for living and working. If zoning 
changes how will our status change? There re other people who live on the ground floor also in NoHo. There is a large parking 
lot on our block, we do not want NYU to build on it as they will increase the FAR to 6.2 or 10 and create a very large building 
and change the character of the neighborhood. ON 4th Street there is a large lot where the city could put in a water main - we 
were told it would be come a park. It has not and is fenced in. Some restaurants have wanted to use their roof as part of the 
restaurant. We are opposed to this.

Small co op - 8 owners. 3 certified and 5 creatives - Protect Residents and NoHo/SoHo. Artists and current residents. Find way 
to keep creative aspects of neighborhood. Tax abatement for artists who would like to remain despite rising costs? Find 
creative / community use to imply store fronts - limit and enforce rates in BIG retail. Enlarge small business and makers. 
Landmark USES not just architecture (Strand Bookstore - for example in SoHo). Limit Height - Infrastructure

Certified Artist/Owner: Live on Green Street, 1850s Historic cast iron. Lived there's nice 1969. Was originally rent stabilized, 
bought unit. Ground floor retail is a separate owner. In total, 3 certified artists and 2 non artists

Living in NoHo (since 2000). Apartment housing values is too high - selling to Wall Street people. SoHo is occupied but NoHo 
have a lot of vacant rooms.



Seniors who own their units should be given an opportunity to sell it back to the City under an affordable artist housing 
program. I support MIH.

Remove AIR requirements, keep JLWQA / we work quarters

Living in East Village. Interested in community - from development industry but didn't stay for the workshop portion

Concerned about redevelopment of historic district that isn't consistent with existing built environment

Concern of loss of rent-regulated units

Lots of vacancy in retail on streets in NoHo

Too much office space

This process is not representative of all the stakeholders in the neighborhood. Most attendees were invited by fearmongering 
activists. Many feel entitled to cheap rent, that doesn't amount to enough money to pay for the maintenance of the historical 
infrastructure, as required by the LPC

Retail should be legal and left alone in the marketplace. With limitations on the ability to connect buildings. There should be a 
tax disincentive for leaving ground floor spaces vacant

Current AIR zoning is not clear about whether an AIR owner can bequeathed their loft to their children

The financial contribution from the income form retail spaces has helped many buildings to pay for costly upkeep of buildings - 
retail has also helped transform and restore SoHo Streets to their original glory. All for a vacancy tax

We moved to SoHo in 1992. I was a consume historian and my husband is a designer. We had a small welding business that we 
ran from a loft. In 1997 we bought a ground floor space in SoHo to accommodate a growing business and also sell retail. We 
improved our space which had previously been blocked up with cinderblock ... in large windows as had been there originally. 
Owners follow suit. We made a contribution to the feeling of the streetscape by renovating and preserving our storefront. This 
has taken place all over SoHo. Now SoHo retail contributes heavily in the bottom line of many buildings allowing them to 
maintain these beautiful but expensive buildings

Difference from other rezonings (3 stakeholders). Community Plan: its true, this is how other places plan. No reason why this is 
happening. A universal understanding that makes zoning as unaffordable

NoHo BID, Advisory Group

Observer, Musician, Real Estate



Visual Artist, Works in Real Estate. Sold lofts not certified, co-op. No big box stores. Discriminatory to determine who is an 
artist

Property Manager - Andrews Org (350 Bldgs). Retail vacancy - high costs, Pros and cons is big retail, important to maintain a 
building and generate income

TJ Max? Stores with "drops" management of stricter rules. Overdevelopment. No bars and restaurants or nightclubs. Retail is 
reasonable. Scaffolding. Character of SoHo

All proceedings of the AG should be made public (authorship of opinions can be kept "blind"). Certified artists should be in the 
AG. Enforce current zoning. Enforce 10,000 ft squared of retail restrictions and eliminate variances.

Note: NYU Does not contribute to the desired arts ambiance of the area, University is a dead zone during vacations, evenings, 
exam periods - NYU area lacks retail, restaurants, street life

Property taxes: JLWQA taxes should be lower than straight residential due to limitations. No more NYU Expansion into NoHo. 
No dorms or classrooms, protect diversity. Maintain community review of restaurants bar (issues of venting, noise, negative 
residential impacts). Maintain Live work mixed use. Keep the mission of heritage of live work spaces alive in place, Preserve 
SoHo NoHo's foundation of arts and cultural enrichment. Don't ignore the Bowery@ Protect and maintain and enforce existing 
JLWQA and loft tenants existing rights. Open space, Elizabeth St Garden a few blocks away. DO not allow big box stores / 
oversized retail and restaurant/bars. Protect design stores and uses (furniture, etc).

Bleeker (outside M1-5B), Co op, NYU expansion, Bowery being ignored with artists. Residential as of right, how it attracts 
maker. Commercial ground floor, especially midblock with restaurants and bars should be reviewed by the community

Crosby St. Resident since 1972. In 1976 it’s a co op. Certified in 1972, Mixed artist/non artists. Fine that some non artists live 
there

Broadway. Certified artists, 8 units, only 5 certified artists. Think that they shouldn’t be allowed. We need to enforce the law. 
Side note: commercial laws are not enforced either.

SoHo should add more housing, rents are being raised. Less parking lots

Crosby St. Renters, whole building. All certified artists (became in 1980s). Rent stabilized (loft law). Invested in building 
ourselves with our own finances.



7/10 owners in building. Certified artists should stay. Senior residents who have invested their lives should be protected.

Work - SoHo Broadway Commission: Live- Doesn't work in neighborhood

Turned off gas in apartment. All the glitzed is not really the neighborhood. Live: Renter; only 2 certified artists in building. 
Howard St. Work - Certified artist. The hotel between Lafayette to Crosby St is over coped and is an example of a monstrosity 
(the anti-what-people-want)

Lived since 1979, Certified Artist. Live through Crack era. What' s going to happen to the zoning? Live with certified artists. 
Work: Painter, paint in my loft

Senior residents who have invested their lives should be protected. Lived here since 1977. Maintain FAR. Things they want to 
make smaller apartments to get more money. Seniors being harassed (landlord/tenant). Progressive caprification of air-water-
space. Living: Renter. Work: Creative Art.

Enabler of the special p???? An results of the community architect. Guarantee City Council what we're doing. Guarantee 
Margaret Chin meetings-report Jonathan Martin. Nothing can happen. Quality of life issues. Zoning Solutions. 

Owner. No changes/ living condition is fine as  is--no over-development

I don't live in but here just to support. People don't want changes. What affects here affects other neighborhoods

Where are the landlords? How are we going to talk about affordable housing

SoHo NoHo is fine as is. No changes !!!! If current zoning it enforced

We are being used to change zoning for developers

* No Rezoning. SoHo and NoHo need to be scaled back

Both self and husband certified artists. Went into unit. Bankrupted. Retail is dead b/c online services. Pay to get garbage picked 
up. 10 lofts in building → everyone else kicked. City never made it easy. Every year landlord offers to kick us out

Spring Street. W. Broadway. Co-op since '79. 9 units. All certified artists. Had to get certification. Taxes are too high for artists. 
Restricted market. Visiting SoHo/NoHo should also include workers who come service the residents



Change M1-5 zoning to legal residential upstairs and legal retail downstairs The manufacturing zoning is archaic, obsolete and 
creates too much non-compliance. It makes criminals of us all. You need to heat from the majority of people here--not just 
screaming artists who shout at speakers and interrupt everyone. You should conduct a direct-based survey to get everyone's 
opinion

Preserve every old building. We own 101 Spring Street. We support cast iron preservation, including vault lights. 

Please create tolls on Verrazano Bridge to relieve Broome Street traffic

What are methods for determining current # of artists living/working? Involve SoHo Arts Networld member. Vornado  % of 
occupancies in study region SoHo/NoHo? Does affordable housing mean new construction i.e. higher buildings? 

Owns, business owner, agrees that zoning needs to reflect current uses and conditions. All units in building are JLWQA, but not 
occupied by artists

Artist, business owner, live in neighborhood. Purchased commercial loft, work in space, condo Concerns about legality of 
space, artists being overrepresented People want it to change, but people are too loud to allow for discussions (artists who 
have been there since 70s). Want zoning to change, to reflect what it's actually being used for. "We're not a manufacturing 
district, zoning needs to reflect reality"

Born and raised. Work on Elizabeth/Spring. Lives in Little Italy. Parents involved. No challenges in housing. People like it how it 
is: more sense of community. Self-made neighborhood at the time

LES resident, volunteer at Elizabeth Street Garden. REBNY taking over. Upset about garden. CB function is useless. Electeds are 
not actually listening. New buildings are boring. 

SoHo letter is ineffective. Tracey live in building that makes new owners sign building. Board gets flip tax, so Board has interest 
in getting the money from non-artist penthouses

Has anybody who has signed the SoHo letter been evicted? When did DOB last visit SoHo for enforcement

Lines of kids waiting to enter shops dealing sneakers & playing music. Very bothersome.

Live/work artist. SoHo since 1975. -- Mercer, then moved -- Mercer. $200 a month. Lived/worked in same spaces. Owns loft, 
pays $2,000 a month. Neighbor trying to buy her out. Unsure about legal occupancy. Corruption on board. GF was converted. 1 
co-op.



Lot of new development

Why has number of new certified artist dipped? Share data on new certified artists over longer time. How many people apply & 
get denied the artist certification

Email more research/data on SoHo/NoHo, put on website. Census, building inspections, DOF data, how much rent stabilized, 
give more info on number of artists

I would like to see more housing in SoHo. Increase residential FAR and allow setback residential units on the roofs of all 
buildings. Reduce new office and hotel space. Reduce parking and car reliance. 

New construction or renovation/reuse should require upgrades to infrastructure - bus, parking, subway, etc. all parking lots 4 
garages have been built on. Bike stations take even more space

Enforce bike rules. No bikes on sidewalks. Stop at traffic lights. Observe one way streets.

Earmark fees collected from film companies and Citibike - or a portion thereof - to be used for community improvement - 
parks, street cleaning

Loss of light, air w/ new development

NO MIH

Too late to go back and do artist certs and enforcement

Don't have a problem with restaurants - esp. neighborhood restaurants

Important to keep as live work in future, even if not only artists

Truck idling - buses + trucks. Esp. tour buses

want less (some want more) development + better quality of life

Maybe loft law should remain

regulation of commercial garbage carters - not picking up all night

Developers holding out for higher rents

ground floor is a pop up because real estate company charging too much



trees! Raised boxes where not possible underground

like wework: shared office space. Positive. Small businesses

cant' get everything delivered. Should have shops

 Artist space is so important -> these spaces should remain available for artists. There are still artists but fewer. Most artists 
couldn't afford to buy these spaces now

Film shoots: does $ go to neighborhood? Good idea for district to be compensated. Generators create air quality concerns or 
block access

Need a decent grocery store. Something closer to Whole Foods. Enough produce. Delis!

Sanitation BID shouldn't have to do this; city should

Nike - garbage, loading, film shoot at night

Soho needs more housing. Younger people aren't part of process. More housing that is affordable to younger renters people 
who want to buy

Retail does subsidize residential in some cases

How can we get assurances from the city: Enforcement

Good to get feedback but more important to know where/why this process started

Traffic: dangerous. Box is often blocked by cars. Emergency vehicles can't move

Snow clearance, sidewalks are uneven, services

Soho should have a height cap in addition to FAR --> Not everyone agrees

Taxes very high. Doubled in last 10 years. Didn't see increase in city services, parks, etc.

Parks! Turn parking lots into parks, not large buildings

Don't need business development, restaurants, hotels, and buildings that will remove open space + light/air

Soho letters - often a mix in buildings



Can be a problem for renters. Can be nice to have a mix of artists + others

NYU position paper targeting parking facilities

Traffic + horns! -> not enforced. Live/work + families : horns +traffic + pollution a problem. Sanitation pickup infrequent. 
Shopping + destination area

Displacement through increased property values. 

Afraid rezoning will "open floodgates" in displacement

Mortgages not sustainable; SoHo too expensive 



Focus group for AIR certified artists 

Eliminate artist certification 

Grandfather existing AIR 

Respect existing residential units by granting COO

Conversion of ground floor to residential use

Clarify loft board position regarding artist certification and TCO Notations for individual units. Clarity and 
predictability for "Certificated of Occupancy"

Non-eviction protection with any rezoning or conversion 

Six story average height restriction

Guarantee that City Council members will NOT differ to the district CM. 

Guarantee that the final rezoning will not be changed in the days before voting.

Guarantee us that this process is not a wate of time and that out input will be in the final rezoning. 

We want legal living upstairs and legal retail downstairs. Rezone SoHo and NoHo. This is not a manufacturing are 
any more. Protect artists, give tax breaks to landlords whose rents are limited. We cannot pay the taxes and 
maintain our landmarked buildings without a broad mix of owners, big and small retail tenants and legal 
residential 

We depend on retail rents downstairs to pay co-op changes upstairs- our values decrease if stres go dark. We 
need a broad mix of residents here - you need to hear from more owners, not just tenants. You need to realize 
this is no longer an artist center. Artists are a minority here - most people want SoHo/NoHo rezoned. 

There should be a lottery every year whereby the city funds  1-2 building restorations in SoHo/NoHo.

Keep corruption out!!

Does SoHo or NoHo have a community land/building trust?

Lighting code!

Retain the legal rights. Help those who want to become legal, to become legal. 

Workshop II: Living in the Mix
IDEAS FROM ATTENDEES' IDEA CARDS
(listed in no particular order)



Incentivize historic preservation, maintain affordability. 

Use Westbeth as a model.

People who own nonconforming spaces should pay penatly that helps fund enforcement of harassment, more 
inspections. As it currently stands, allowing owners to self-certify is problematic… lots of fraudulant practices. 

Fines and enforcement is uneven, sometimes live/work spaced are fined for non-conforming occupancies, while 
JLWQA's in the same building may not receive fines… selective non-transparent enforcement. 

Retroactively enforce anti-harassment. Many tenants were forced out throguh coercive and fraudulant 
measures. Documented bad actors should have to deal with meaningful consequences moving forward (with 
DOB).

Make retail more affordable - delis and drycleaners can't afford to stay in the area… dwindling neighborhood 
retail. 

Professionals who allowed purchases in light of SoHo letter should be held accountable… realtos showing spaces 
zoned for one use, to occupants who wouldn't conform. Retroactive account. Those who helped compose the 
SoHo letter. Realtors are supposed to inform buyers/renters about risks often do not. And for those who did sign 
waiver, it's still a bad practice. 

If allow retail on ground floor, it should be in exchange for removing as of right retail above ground floor. This 
would control overcrowding due to large retail and all the other pressures large retail creates. Garbage, light, 
deliveries, and tourist crowding. 

Non-conforming residential owners should contribute % of property value to : (1) MIH (2) Protection for 
conforming use occupants against harrassment. 

To fill storefronts: To control rent escalation, the City should create block by block database of actual rents paid. 
Be sure to include impact due to "concessions." REBNY and realtors have not adjusted "market" to reflect real 
rents being paid, not just last leases signed. This will better illustrate what tenants can afford and be successful. 
Allowing realtors to "report market" has been very damaging. Cost/SF is  x10's what it was 10 years ago. 

Do not create policy that requires enforcement . The City had failed over and over to enforce any restrictions. Do 
not allow self-certification. Owners and contractors notoriously say there are no R/s, no residents, etc in order to 
get permits. 

As buildings renovate and new construction takes places, DOB should limit the number of concurrent permits in 
a given block- not to exceed 2-3. (i.e. our block has had up to 5 jobs running concurrently- affecting quality of 
life/ noise and air pollution / safety etc.)



Canal Street has become a freeway between the Manhattan Bridge to the Holland Tunnel. The noise and 
pollution have become unbearable and toxic. Consider tolls and congestion pricing to assist in calming this 
condition. 

Canvass and survey the neighborhood to identify the number of certified artists. 

Get Ronald Feldman involved. 

(1) Preserve the existing rights for residents, especially artists/ JLWQA (2) Maintain the existing allowable FAR (3)
Uphold exisiting limits on maximum allowable size. (4) Keep public review for developments or uses not
currently allowed. (5) Limit types of university uses to those allowable under existing zoning. (6) Keep and
preserve the historic district.

Exempt conforming occupant owners from property tax increases. The increases increased values have come 
from primarily non-conforming occupants. 

(1) City should pay rent for artists. (2) Expand definition of what is artist (3) Tax big box retail/chains and build
affordable housing (4) Billionaires should pay tax for affordable housing.

Hold owners realtors and lawyers accountable for bad professional advice to condone non-conforming use. 

More support for arts/scholarships.

Leave SoHo and NoHo alone. 

Bicycle parking at the diagonal so they don't stick out into street as far. 

Put more SoHo residents on your planning community and get their voice. 

Enforcement of retail laws. 

I work one block east of area. 14 unit office building that used to have 5 AIR units and 9 office spaces now is 
100% non-profit office space. We have 1 vacancy on an upper floor currently. I don’t lie in NoHo SoHo but I did 
research on all buildings that are 6 + units in the study areaabout 1,000 units in R5 bldgs, there are about 350 R5 
units. 

Maintain creative character and human scale of neighborhood. Provide 50% affordable

Use of MIH for new developments

More FAR as tool for more affordable housing through bonus



Allow for a more diverse neighborhood to counteract discrimination by law enforcement. 

Get rid of the Air BnB's which are largely unmonitored and wreak havoc for tentants. 

Allow residential uses at street level. 

Get rid of AIR. More trees, park space, green space. 

Additional FAR if needed. Ex: additional floors at back half of buildings where it won't be that visible from the 
street.

Encourage more affordable housing. Would like childrento be able to afford to live in SoHo/NoHo. 

Taxes on retail vacancy or tax break for occupancy of spaces. 

Change scaffold laws so that they can't stay up forever. 

Mulberry between Houston and Bleecker as a greener St., maybe just for deliveries and pedestrian. Also Crosby 
and Wooster. 

Allow for the permitting of sidewalk planters. Most sidewalks are vaults and can not accommodate trees. 

Parking garages hae been redeveloped. Would like parking relief for residents. 

Congestion pricing for vehicles (a la London). 

Repark (plan) all the bikes (Citibike on a diagonal to they don’t take up so much space in our narrow SoHo/NoHo 
streets.

Zone all the roofs for: (1) water retention - green space (2) plantings - edible (3) Recreation - common space

Expand artist definition. Keep apartments artists live in, for future artists so neighborhood will stay artists. 
Otherwise, when they pass the apt gets sold for millions to anyone?

Co-op and condo owners should be able to sell to whomever but that "their" units remain protected. By 
manufacturing zoning (arts and will always be able to work in their space.) Taxes are high already, if changed to 
commercial would be even higher! No good for long term owners - who back in the day - their homes "were 
affordable." 

Did you report we want to do reinstate the two way tolls when the city removed it Broome Street because a 
polluting stream and the side streets traffic honking messes. 



The need for enforcement of zoning is lacking! We have no idea if the zoning works b/c it hasn't been enforced 
properly. No rezonng until existing zoning enforced. 

Historic tax credits: Workshop for owners and co-op boards. We went through the process at 101 Spring St. Judd 
Foundation. 

Affordable housing or not, I want a not too rich young generation to stay in NY to make the city more exciting. 
With this rate, Manhattan will be a shopping mall for just consumers. No creative stores any more. Big box 
stores don't make the city character. 

Tax benefits for cultural spaces, theaters, galleries. Enforcement of existing rules. 

(1) Keep AIR / JLWQA for rental buildings and for all artists who live here. (2) Remove these restrictions for
condo/coop, as it should simply be legal to live in SoHo/NoHo whether you're an artist or not. (3) No upzoning
whatsoever (4) Create resident parking spaces.

(1) Enforcement (2) Affordable housing opportunities (3) Enforce or get rid of 1,200 SF restriction (4) More
green/infrastructure then more residents.

Air bnb enforcement! Need clear way to take action!

Build more housing. Eat the rich. 

"Certification" for retail tenants as local/small businesses getting tax breaks and rent assistance. 

Service! (Commensurate w/ taxes). Greenspace. Affordable artists' housing. 

Artists and love/work: pied-à-terre- maybe a vacancy tax or a pied-à-terre tax. Affordability breads stability. Who 
should live here? Artists only. NYU grabbing all of the buildings. 

SoHo Letters: City "looked the other way" City should have enforced its zoning regs, not allowed folks to move 
in. 

How to get more housing: (1) A handful of empty lots. (2) Create affordable artist spaces. (3) Joint studio spaces 
limited to 5,000 sq ft is cumbersome. Live in the building, share studio space.

Priorities: Primary use is JLWQA. Allows working for >90% of space. Residents want to preserve this. Not offices. 
Some folks are more open to broader definitin of "artist." Restore ground floor to more than retail. Want 
independent stores. 



Increase Residential and green space: How? Parking lots and vacant lots should be zoned for housing. A park is as 
important as housing. Green roofs and green walls are not helpful / desireable. Green roofs and walls are not a 
substitute for real parks and green / open spaces. Green roofs are private note public. 

Politics - Artists in South Street Seaport lost their lofts. Politics associated with affordable housing?

Traffic and Garbage: Broome St. - Holland Tunnel. Why? Health issues. City … granite corners? City violation 
given to BLDG owner rather than entity causing it (could be tourists or other neighbors).  "Garbage fights"

DOB could have grouped loft buildings apart from other bldgs. Some DOB regulations are needed, others may 
not make sense for lofts. An appeal process targeted to owners. There are low density, mid-rise.

Quality of life improvements: Enforcement with teeth. 311 is useless. It worked in the beginning. If not a 
residential building, help won't come. Large issues are: city stopped enforcing retail prohibitions. Multi-story 
retail spaces takes away residential space. Zoning: community would rather see more residential of any sort 
rather than offices. 

Seniors: Issue of seniors (Specific 75+ y.o.) SoHo was an improvised neighborhood. Tax-issues? Tax benefits for 
seniors. Taxes are going up. Basic city services. More walker-friendly neighborhood. 

Would like it to be a special district like Tribeca/mx. Double name streets to honor artists. Rename Margaret 
Gale and Jane Jacobs. 

Lifting restrictions on out-of-date use group restrictions. Allowing UG 2 and JLWQA. Love idea of tax incentive for 
JLWQA  - currently no incentive of ownerto have JLWQA except limited workspace. Broome St- garbage transit 
corridor. Need better sanitation. Vehicle occupant restrictions. 

Restrictions on Condos. 

Elephant in the room is artists. Tax incentives to artists that live here. Take away tax incentives to artists that live 
here. Tax away tax inventives to large retail. Look at Real estate taxes. If you are an artist or rent to artist you 
gtet a tax break. Take away money to outside groups. Doesnt like pop-up stores, could rent to artists instead. 

There is a resident owner. They see manufacturing as the future of retail. 

---- Grand St. ----. Certified artist. Do not change the FAR in SoHo and NoHo. No towers on the avenues: 
Broadway, Canal,  Centre, Lafayette, Bowery. No change to size of lofts. Maintain no pied-a-terre. Fix sewers - 
flooding. Residential parking like othre cities. 



Enforce: Existing limits on ground floor retail. Limit: Size of Trucks allowed at night for loading and loading. Limit: 
Lights at night. 

(1) Keep NYU out of NoHo! (2) If this rezning is approved, are there any affordable housing fees or fines
applicable? (Mandatory inclusionary housing)

JLWQA space that's already w/ artists should be reserved for future artists to preserve the dignity of the 
neighborhood need to set aside reasonable rent for artist-specific residences.

Making art on a regular basis. Fine artist needs a large loft space. How to best define a certified artist? 

Pedestrianization. More housing (affordable and market rate). 

Enforce!! Street vending rules. Especially trucks at intersections!

To maintain arts atmosphere of the area, it might work to echo the model of new residential developments by 
offering smaller residential units with substantial "amenities," e.g. rehearsal spaces, studio spaces, exhibition 
spaces, workshops. 

Lower taxes for artist residents who would be threatened if rezoning caused upwardly spiraling taxes. 

Allow residential conversions on ground floor to reduce vacancy. 

Make it possible for smaller retail to survive in the buildings of SoHo.

How to balance protecting live/work artists and other people who live/want to live here? (1) Make sure artist 
live/work spaces are permitted and could be maintained. (2) While residential is allowed 

Count existing artist renters as part of the affordable housing stock in SoHo/NoHo

Vacant retail on Canal: 3 Rose's Bar & Plastic Store have been replaced by Pop-up stores. 

Need for smaller spaces that are affordable

Allow residential converions: Yes, smaller res units (do not maintain loft size units). No more residential uses are 
needed. Too dense. 

Should people be able to sell JLWQA to non-artists? (1) Building boards should have by laws to decode. (2) 
Should not be limited to artists. Artists have responsibility to carry on legacy. 



Affordable housing: (1) Enhance and pressure rent relation. (2) New development: in-scale with surrounding 
buildings, neighborhood, local services, local store, moderate income housing, more affordable shared work 
space. 

(1) Retail size 10,000 sf cap maintained (2) Small retail should be better supported.

Transparency in how buildings and uses are changing. 

Artist's live/work conditions should have "legacy" protections as generations change. Use could have, say, a 25 
year mandate that spaces continue to be used for certified artist live/work (like a copyright protection for 
spaces). 

There is too much retail space. A lot of retail space is vacant. Citywide retail is not coming back (Amazon!). There 
is a shortage of housing- conver under-used retail to housing. 

Other people should be allowed to live in SoHo/NoHo but the artist space should be preserved for artists. 

AIR artist protections. No high rises and big box stores (scale). 

Cannot change FAR. Already inadequate sewers. Inadequate schools. Inadequate subway. Inadequate 
infrastructure.

Keep the AIR program. Air bnb are taking over many apts. In the hood. You can tell by the combination locks 
attached to three grates on Prince St. between Sullivan and Thompson. Those apts have been taken away from 
tenants by greedy people who control them. 

Keep NYU out of SoHo/NoHo

--- (Live in SoHo and own)… Enforce current zoning! Please let mayor know it's his job - we pay for taxes). 

Make sure existing residents in affordable housing are grandfathered in to any rezoning that Margaret Chin 
wants but won't tell us. 

Ms. Chin- (1) What happened at Rivington House? (2) Elizabeth St. Garden? (3) Why did twin bridges happen? 

Don’t change anything.

Don’t change anything- Enforce the current zoning. Abby S. 



Why is Margaret Chin feighning ignorance when she has been Councilwoman for 10 years but the only problem 
she can speak to is too many special permits?

Don't rezone our neighborhood. 

Rezoning not required. 

Don’t change anything. Enforce existing zoning. 

Please discuss "Fix NoHo/SoHo Coalition" headed by Vornado and investors. We are not idiots. 

These are amazing neighborhoods. Hands off!! 

Enforce the present zoning. 

This process is a joke. 

Do not destroy SoHo/NoHo. Two of the best neighborhoods in the world. 

Please do not speak down to us. Dump Jonathan. Why is Chin and Brewer not here? 

--- Broadway. We love out neighborhood as it is. Please enforce Current Zoning. 

Don’t change anything. 

City should collect income for rental spaces (income on building has to be claimed in order to do taxes). Info 
regarding space (whether basements are included or not when calculating price/SF)

City enforcing regulations: Becoming an owner opens you up to costs associated w/ regs., assessments. IE new 
fire alarm system. As an artist owner, these are difficult to afford. Assessments are divided equally, regardless of 
income. Ground floor retail is useful to cover expenses. 

Require a pied-à-terre tax for homes over $2 million value. 

Cobblestone streets need to be saved. Keep zoning as is. 

Want nonconforming residents to contribute to affordable housing. 

Senior artists - help from the city

Make sure zoning protects artists. Loft Law to comply residency and live/work space.
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